Budapest Semesters in Mathematics
Director’s Mathematician in Residence Program

Three-Week Residence for Mathematics Faculty
June - July 2023 in Hungary (exact dates tbd)

Spend three weeks as the BSM Director’s Mathematician in Residence in beautiful Budapest, and enjoy a unique opportunity for professional development, networking, and collaboration with renowned Hungarian mathematicians. Gain valuable international experience, as well as a firsthand look at the BSM program and all it offers to participating undergraduate students.

Program Details
The BSM Director’s Mathematician in Residence Program (DMiR) is conducted under the direction of the BSM North American office. The program is open to individual faculty members, as well as to research teams of two or more scholars applying jointly.

The program funds travel to Hungary and housing in Budapest. Office space, internet access, and a math library will be available. In addition to providing in-country support, local BSM staff will coordinate a social program including an orientation, city tour, and welcome banquet.

Faculty members accepted to the program (DMiR scholars) will be expected to be available to BSM students a few hours per week, to give a short lecture series targeted to BSM students on their research area, and organize 2-3 social or information events for students.

Prospective DMiR scholars can learn more about the program at the annual Joint Mathematics Meetings (JMM), where BSM will be an exhibitor.

Program Application
Begin by requesting a letter of invitation to apply from BSM North American Director Kristina Garrett or BSM Associate Director Kathryn Ziegler-Graham via one of the email addresses listed below.

Application components include:
- Application (one-page form)
- Research Project Statement (one to two pages) outlining individual or joint project plan
- Applicant CV(s)
- References (Include first and last name, title, email, and phone number.)

Please email these components within a single PDF to Deb Fleming at budapestsemesters@gmail.com. Each application will be reviewed in terms of the significance of the proposed project, its contribution or significance to the applicant's field, project design, and dissemination plans. Accepted DMiR scholars will be notified by Jan. 19, 2023.

Program Application Deadline: Dec. 1, 2022

Prof. Kristina Garrett, North American Director (garrettk@stolaf.edu)
Prof. Kathryn Ziegler-Graham, Associate Director (kziegler@stolaf.edu)
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